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Trade-In Programs in the Context
of Technological Innovation with Herding

Paolo Pellizzari, Elena Sartori, and Marco Tolotti

1 Introduction

In the Summer of 2013, Apple launched a new updating campaign in the US to
entice old iPhone 4 users to switch to the new iPhone 5 (see Rampell 2013). The
updating cost was really tempting (customers received a gift card up to $250 to
purchase the new version). Why is Apple underpricing its brand new technology?
What’s the rationale behind this pricing campaign?

In this paper we use an agent-based model (ABM) to study the revenues that
can be achieved by a monopolist, which will be referred to as the firm in what
follows, in a setup with competition between technologies issued at subsequent
dates and volatile consumers. In the last decades several ABMs dealing with
innovation and technological change have been proposed (see Adner and Levinthal
2001; Dawid 2006 for a recent review). These papers mainly focus on different
patterns of investment strategies for production, heterogeneity of firms with respect
to knowledge accumulation, abilities and levels of expertise. The goal is to try to
forecast market reactions, considering most of the aspects involved in the decision
to invest on incremental innovations, with minor extensions to existing products, or
radical ones, with the idea of opening new markets.
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In Deffuant et al. (2005), an ABM to study diffusion of innovation is proposed.
In particular, the authors discuss about the rationality of potential adopters and
concentrate on their behavioral aspects, in order to show how a market share for
a new technology or product forms and evolves over time.

The efficacy of ABMs in the context of diffusion of innovation has been also
pointed out in Kiesling et al. (2012). As argued by the authors, although very
useful to represent heterogeneous populations, beliefs and network structures,
ABMs usually do not take into account competition among technologies. On the
first hand, we extend the literature considering two competitive technologies and,
on the second hand, we offer an analysis of how market shares are affected by
the herding intensity, whose changes can proxy the entry of competitors in the
business.

In our model technologies are exogenously given. What we focus on is the
problem a firm has to face when deciding to launch new technologies on the
market. Indeed, it has to set prices in order to maximize its own revenues. To do
so, it forecasts demand and, accordingly, decides the optimal pricing strategy. On
the other hand, potential adopters form their expectations about the diffusion of
the technology. As a matter of fact, multiple equilibria for the market shares may
arise. Using an ABM, we can analyze statistical properties of revenues, prices and
market shares and show how, depending on the values of the parameters, completely
different outcomes may emerge. Customers are price sensitive, get utility from
imitation (herding) and take into account private signals about their willingness
to pay (Brock and Durlauf 2001). The two main drivers of our model are, thus,
the strength of the imitative behavior, which is anecdotally of great import in the
technologicalmarket, and the prices set by the firm.We discuss the level of adoption
rates at equilibrium as well as the determination of the firm’s pricing schedule to
maximize revenues.

In Nadal et al. (2005), a one-generation model is studied and a unique price
is determined by maximizing the revenues from sales of a unique technology.
Motivated by the Apple case described above, we generalize previous work
and propose a two-phase model, where the competition among two genera-
tions of products makes the picture more involved and realistic. Indeed, facing
a two-period game, the firm needs to forecast the emerging adoption rate at
the end of the first round, in order to optimally allocate prices for the second
period.

We show that, as somewhat expected, the optimal revenues are strongly influ-
enced by the level of imitation on the market. Interestingly and paradoxically, for
certain values of the parameters, the firm should optimally give away the update for
free, maintaining its market share and boosting revenues.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the decision process
of potential adopters (demand) and the optimization scheme of the firm (supply).
Section 3 is devoted to the specification of the ABM model. Section 4 addresses the
main findings and section Discussion and Conclusion concludes.
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2 Demand and Supply: Innovators, Updaters
and Leapfroggers

Two sides have to be modeled: a large market of possible adopters (demand) and a
firm that sets the prices. We start by the former.

2.1 The Demand Side

We consider a population of N possible adopters dealing with the problem of
deciding whether to buy an existing technology. In particular, we consider two
technologies, T1 and T2, issued at two subsequent periods. Note that the two
technologies are not available to the market at the same time: T1 can be bought
only in period 1, whereas technology T2 can be bought during period 2. Moreover,
when deciding about the adoption for the first technology, the adopters are not aware
of the second generation (or do not take it into account) and can only decide about
T1. An equilibrium analysis of the decision concerning a single technology has been
discussed in the literature, see, for instance Nadal et al. (2005).

During the first period, the agents simultaneously choose whether to adopt T1 or
not. For each agent, we define the actions a1.i/ 2 f0; 1g, for i D 1; : : : ; N , where

a1.i/ D
!
1 if agent i decides to adopt T1;

0 otherwise:

Without loss of generality, we normalize utility from non-adoption to 0, and set
utility from adoption as follows

U1.i/ D !p1 C q x C "1.i/; (1)

where p1 > 0 is the price of T1; q > 0 is the parameter measuring social utility
coming from imitation; x is the expected market share for T1; ."1.i//i D 1;:::;N are
i.i.d. random variables with distribution !. The utility of purchase depends on three
summands: an individual noisy term "1.i/, a positive externality coming from the
share of other users who adopt the technology and a negative effect due to the cost
of adoption. Each agent compares his own utility of adoption and non-adoption,
taking into account costs and social/private benefits. For N fixed, at least one Nash
equilibrium in pure strategies a!

1 .i/ exists (see Dai Pra et al. 2013 for details). It can
be characterized in terms of an equilibrium market share x.N/ D 1

N

PN
i D 1 a

!
1 .i/.

Moreover, when the number of possible adopters goes to infinity, any equilibrium
market share x is proved to be a solution of the following implicit equation

x D 1 ! !.p1 ! q x/: (2)
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If ! is unimodal, (2) can have one or three solutions depending on the values of p1

and q. The problem described above belongs to a class of models dating back to the
celebrated riot model by Granovetter (see Granovetter 1978), with x representing
the fraction of people taking part in a riot. In the presence of herding, a quarrel could
morph and escalate into a full blown uprising but, more importantly, the papermakes
clear that (equilibrium) results may be extremely sensitive to small changes in the
distribution of agents’ preferences. This insight is helpful in describing some of the
most prominent findings of our model and will be touched upon later.

In period 2 a new technology T2 is issued and T1 can no longer be adopted;
besides, a T1 owner can upgrade to T2, if desired. Note that, at this stage, there
are two different groups of agents: the first consists of leapfroggers (agents who
did not adopt T1 in the first period), the second of innovators (agents owning T1).
Depending on the group, agents face different utilities. Concerning leapfroggers, we
set utility of non-adoption at zero, whereas utility from adoption (denoted by U02)
is

U02.i/ D !p2A C q y C "2.i/; (3)

where p2A is the cost for buying T2; y is the expected market share for T2 and
."2.i//i D 1;:::;N are i.i.d. terms with distribution ! representing random terms related
to the second technology. Note that y is now defined as y D yACyU , where yA and
yU denote, respectively, the proportion of new adopters and updaters in period 2.

Concerning innovators, they have to decide between keeping T1 or updating to
T2. For these groups of agents, the utilities to be compared are

U11.i/ D q .x ! yU /C "1.i/;

U12.i/ D !p2U C q y C "2.i/;
(4)

where U11 denotes the utility from maintaining T1, U12 the utility from updating,
p2U is the updating cost and x is the market share for T1. The term x ! yU is the
proportion of the aficionados, who prefer to hold T1. This is the market share one
considers, when evaluating the social utility of being locked in T1.

Similarly to period 1, once the distribution of the noise terms and p2A; p2U are
fixed, the emergent market share can be computed by solving an implicit system
of two equations. In particular, when the number of agents tends to infinity, the
equilibrium market shares yA and yU can be formally characterized by the implicit
system

!
yA D .1 ! x/

"
1 ! !

#
p2A ! q y

$%

yU D x
"
1 ! Q!

#
p2U ! q .y ! .x ! yU //

$%
;

(5)

where Q! denotes the distribution of the random variable ."2.i/ ! "1.i// conditional
on the event fa1.i/ D 1g. If (2) admits a unique solution x and ! is unimodal,
then (5) has one or three solutions. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
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closed-form for the solution of the system (5). Moreover, we are interested in
computing market shares when the number of possible adopters is large, but finite.
In Sect. 3 we will show how to take advantage of an ABM to compute the emergent
market shares.

2.2 The Supply Side

The firm chooses prices to maximize revenues, namely the vector p D
.p1; p2A; p2U /. Once prices have been set, agents form their demand and market
shares emerge. We denote them by the vectorm D .x; yA; yU /, where we drop the
dependence on p for simplicity. Total revenues are

˘q.p;m/ D p1x C p2AyA C p2U yU D p " m0; (6)

where q is assumed to be exogenous in our model. The strength of imitation q has
a very important role in the optimal pricing decision, as shown in the next sections.
Notice, moreover, that the objective function (6) depicts a situation in which the
revenues in both periods are important as well as interrelated. Indeed, p1 has a
double role: it (explicitly) determines the revenues of the first period and (implicitly)
shapes the picture of the market in the second period. Indeed, one of the outcomes
of the first period stage is the identification of innovators and leapfroggers; this
distinction clearly affects the second wave of revenues.

3 The Agent-Based Model

We now provide details about the construction of the ABM.

Initial set-up

• We consider all values of q in the grid f2:0; 2:1; : : : ; 3:9; 4g. As already said, q
will remain the unique exogenously fixed parameter in the model. All the other
quantities (prices and shares) will be hereafter determined optimally.

• We fix a three-dimensional grid of values, where triplets of prices p D
.p1; p2A; p2U / are chosen. In the present simulation, we have1 p1 2
f1:00; 1:05; : : : ; 1:95; 2:00g; p2A 2 f0:50; 0:55; : : : ; 1:45; 1:50g and p2U 2
f!0:5;!0:4; : : : ; 1:4; 1:5g.

1Ranges for p1; p2A and p2U have been selected after some preliminary explorations of the location
of optimal solutions.
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• We consider a finite and large population of agents (N D 1;000).
• We simulate M D 50 different stories for each of the price configurations

(triplets) within the grid.

Demand: First period

• Agent i receives a private signal "1.i/: his/her personal view on T1. Moreover,
all the state variables are fixed at zero (nobody owns the first technology).

• The N agents choose their actions according to utility as in (1). The outcome2 is
a market share xN .

Demand: Second period

• Agent i receives a private signal "2.i/: his/her personal view on T2.
• Agents are divided into two groups depending on their action at period 1:

leapfroggers or innovators.
• Leapfroggers choose their actions according to (3), whereas innovators rely

on (4). The outcome3 is a market share yN D yN
A C yN

U .

Supply

• We evaluate the M revenues for each of the price configurations (triplets) in the
grid of values.

• For any given q, we select p!.q/ D argmaxp ˘q.p;m.p// as the vector at which
the median revenues (over theM simulations) are maximized.

• Then we form, for each q, the set Pq of price triplets, whose M simulated
revenues are not significantly different from the revenues obtained with p!.q/
(using a Wilcoxon test with 5% significance level). The elements, i.e., prices, of
Pq generate revenues that cannot be statistically distinguished from the optimal
ones.

Final outcome

• The set of optimal prices (strategies) Pq , together with the emerging market
shares and optimal revenues, both in batches ofM items, for each q in the grid.

The reader may wonder about the role of the set Pq: recall that prices are
discretized and revenues are noisily estimated using simulations. As a result,
there may be several different optimal price triplets that should be considered as
indistinguishable by the firm as they produce the same revenues. While typically Pq
is a “ball” centered at p!.q/, there are values of q for which this set has a non trivial

2The prevailing market share is obtained simulating repeated adoptions till convergence is reached:
in the first round a fraction of x1 agents will adopt according to (1) even in the absence of other
adopters; in the second round more agents will join based on the current x1 and the total fraction
rises to x2; the process continues till the adopters’ share stabilizes at some t , i.e., xt D xtC1. The
prevailing market share is then defined to be xN D xt .
3The prevailing market shares are obtained as in period 1, using fictitious rounds of adoptions till
convergence is reached.
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structure, suggesting that entirely different pricing schedules, supporting diverse
market shares, are nevertheless equivalent in terms of revenues. This strategic
multiplicity can be appreciated only when Pq , as opposed to p!.q/ alone, is
analyzed. For a detailed analysis on this aspect, see point 4 in Sect. 4.

4 Results

In this section we outline the main findings and the results derived by the ABM
procedure.

1. Revenues increase with q. The higher is q, the higher are the expected revenues,
see Fig. 1, left panel. Imitation as measured by q plays a key role in determining
the level of the revenues that are almost linearly increasing. It is interesting to
decompose the total revenues in the three components due to adoption in period
1, adoption in period 2 and updating (from T1 to T2) in period 2. Clearly, adoption
in the first period brings a major share of revenues, especially when q is high. The
income due to adoption in the second period (dashed line) is decreasing with q
reflecting, among other things, a mechanical effect: if the share of innovators
increases, the group of leapfroggers shrinks. The revenues coming from updaters
(dash-dotted line) are small and relatively flat. We will shortly show that this
nearly constant stream of revenues is indeed attributable to a rich dynamics
connecting the share of adopters and the price of update.

2. The share of updaters peaks at a critical q. Figure 1 on the right depicts the
(optimal) market shares as functions of q. The share of innovators appears
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Fig. 1 Left panel: total revenues ˘q as a function of q (circles). The three lines show the
revenues of the first period (solid line) and of the adoption due to leapfroggers (dashed line) and
updaters (dash-dotted line), respectively. Right panel: shares of innovators (adopters in period 1),
leapfroggers and updaters (adopting or updating in period 2). The three fractions are shown with
solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively
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Fig. 2 Prices for different q:
median optimal p1; p2A and
p2U in the set Pq are shown
with circles, triangles and
crosses, respectively.
Simulation results are
smoothed with solid, dashed
and dash-dotted lines for
added clarity
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to steadily increase, whereas the fraction of leapfroggers decreases (with a
blip around q # 3:4). Interestingly, the share of updaters peaks at the same
critical q (dotted line) and reaches 20% of the customers’ base. Intuitively, the
increase in the number of updaters helps in pushing more leapfroggers to adopt,
thus explaining the temporary deviation from the declining trend of their share
(dashed line).

3. The updating price is very low for some values of (critical) q. Figure 2 depicts
the median optimal prices in the set Pq . The price of adoption p1 in the first
period is nearly constant for q $ 2:7 and increases for higher values of q. The
price of delayed adoption by leapfroggers is virtually constant across all levels
of herding.

The most unexpected and captivating effect is related to the updating price,
which is a U-shaped function of q. As a matter of fact, updates are very cheap,
to say the least, in a range of values of q roughly centered at q # 3:4, which
we previously defined as “critical”. Simulations indeed suggest that it may be
paradoxically optimal to subsidize updates, being the raw estimates negative in
several instances. If we conservatively look at the smoothed dotted line, still we
get the insight that updates should optimally be favored with aggressive pricing
and massive discounts.

Low updating prices are clearly responsible for the surge in the share of
updaters visible at q # 3:4; in turn, this rise in the number of customers
employing T2 fosters further (delayed) adoptions by agents who did not adopt
T1 in the first period.

This provides a strong rationale for the Apple campaign that, actually, offered
owners of iPhone 4 a substantial discount to induce them to switch to the new
iPhone 5. When externality is sufficiently high (approximately in the interval
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Fig. 3 Median revenues
(circles), with their maximum
and minimum levels
computed considering all the
triplets in the set Pq
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q 2 Œ3:2; 3:6"), it becomes optimal to give the update for free. This, in essence, is
necessary to boost adoptions of leapfroggers, thus maintaining a high market
share. Observe that, in the same range of the parameter q, the price p2A of
adopting T2 stays constant, suggesting that it is preferable to inflate adoptions
by enticing old users to upgrade rather then by diminishing the price of the new
technology for newcomers. When q is very high (q % 3:7), it is optimal to raise
again the updating price, p2U : the huge externality will sustain new adoptions,
regardless of the price.

4. Variability of revenues increase at the critical q. Figure 3 shows the total
revenues already represented in Fig. 1, left panel (dotted line), but reporting
also the maximum/minimum values obtained among the simulations relative to
prices in Pq (dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively). Patently, the dispersion
of possible outcomes increases when q exceeds 3.4 and revenues fan out. In
particular, for such values of q, low values of revenues become significantly
frequent. Such variability may be produced by the presence of multiple equilibria
in (2) or in the system (5). However, even in the lack of analytical multiplicity
of the asymptotic model, sampling fluctuations can give rise to considerable
variability of outcomes, as pointed out in Granovetter (1978).

The contour lines of the simulated joint densities of xN and yN
U for q D 2:8

and q D 3:4 are shown in Fig. 4. The left panel represents market shares for a
non-critical q D 2:8. Typical outcomes nicely crowd in an annular neighborhood
of .0:55; 0:10/ and variability in the shares in this case is only attributable to
sample fluctuations of theN idiosyncratic shocks of the agents. In the right panel
relative to the critical q D 3:4, two broad situations are likely to materialize.
Selecting an optimal price for that q can produce a continuum of market
shares .xN ; yN

U / clustered around .0:7; 0:1/ and .0:6; 0:4/, approximately. It is
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of Fig. 1, relative to q D 2:8 and q D 3:4

important to stress that, up to some variability discussed previously, all such
configurations are equivalent with respect to median revenues.

The pronounced difference between the two panels of Fig. 4 is also indicative
of the emergent strategic complexity about the critical value of q. The simple
attempt to summarize the results ofM simulations is hard in this case, as shown
by the somewhat puzzling location of the filled point in the right panel, which is
barely representative of the richness and complexity of the outcomes.

Discussion and Conclusion
The findings presented in the previous section allow to deepen the discussion
on the rationality of the trade-in campaign of Apple in the US market that was
introduced in Sect. 1. Our model singles out that there are values of q in which
upgrades should be extremely cheap or even free to boost market shares. In the
specific case under scrutiny, at the cost of stretching the model a little bit, we
can provide a suggestive description of the following two scenarios: in the first
period Apple virtually enjoys a monopolistic position in the market, whereas
in the second one the entry of a strong competitor forces Apple to change its
pricing campaign.More precisely, we identify period 1 with 2010 and T1 with
iPhone 4, period 2 with 2012/2013 and T2 with iPhone 5. The competitor we
are thinking of is Samsung Electronics Co. with its Android operating system.
In April 2013, Bloomberg’s Adam Satariano described how Apple’s quarterly
profit was projected to shrink for the first time in a decade, especially due to
this new competitor (see Satariano 2013).

As a first approximation, we model the competition with a simple decre-
ment in the externality parameter q, induced by the entry of the competitor.

(continued)
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Let’s assume the value of q for Apple in 2010, before the arrival of Samsung,
is high (say, close to q D 4). This value is justified by the remarkable loyalty
Apple’s fans have always demonstrated to the company. As a consequence,
Apple is in a very strong position and can put in place a pricing campaign
in which prices are very high, without suffering a decrease in revenues. Once
the competitor enters the market (during 2012/2013), a sudden decrease in q
may be expected. Suppose indeed, that q falls to about q D 3:5. The picture
is, thus, different: Apple must revise its aggressive pricing policy in order to
maintain its market share. Now, our results suggest that the optimal policy is
to give away the update for free. Our model, although very stylized, supports
the rationality of an aggressive reduction in the price of updates.

We would like to mention a second feature of the trade-in program
implemented by Apple, which is de facto equivalent to a further price
reduction for the upgrade: Apple launched the iPhone 5 together with a new
release of the iPhone operating system iOS7, which was believed by many
users to be the cause of a deterioration in the performances of iPhone 4. It
was possible to overcome such “technical” problem by replacing the battery
at a cost of about $70, or just upgrading to the new iPhone 5 with a lump-sum
of about $99 (thanks to the high discount due to the trade-in program). We
do not know whether this was a measure intentionally planned to pursue the
company’s own objectives (see Rampell 2013) but, in practice, these events
additionally increased the cost of keeping the iPhone 4.

On a different note, our model vividly illustrates a feature of emerging
equilibria of interacting agents in binary decisions models. Even when a
formal analysis rules out the existence of multiplicity, the sampling variability
inherent in any simulation can lead to markedly different results. For some
values of q, which approximate what would be described as a (near) “tan-
gency” in Granovetter (1978), this is exactly what happens in our setup. The
relevance is twofold: on the first hand, outcomes are affected by unavoidable
levels of uncertainty, despite the fact of being based on optimal decisions, and
the firm should be aware of this strategic unpredictability; on the other hand,
such sensitivity does not disappear even if an analytical model is at hand. For
instance, existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium do not imply that finite
size simulations will converge to the unique equilibrium.

We assume in the model that the individual shocks related to the pref-
erences of the agents are independent. This is a limitation of the present
treatment as it is likely that "1 is orthogonal to "2 only if the two competing
technologies are radically different. In many realistic cases, subsequent
waves of products may carry relatively minor technical changes or moderate
improvements in usability. In these cases, the noise terms would be (strongly)
positively correlated. Hence, our model may be more suited to describe

(continued)
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situations in which fundamental developments have been introduced or in the
presence of a notable shift with respect to the past paradigms.

Further generalizations of the model may also remove the assumption
that the firm commits itself to fix prices in the first period. Clearly, the
price of getting (or updating to) T2 needs not to be disclosed to customers
in the first period but an alternative course of action would suggest to
determine p2A and p2U after the market share xN emerges. Instead of being
unconditionally worked out together with p1, the selection of prices for
T2 should be conditional on the realized market share, in a backward-like
fashion resembling Bellman dynamic programming principle. In this respect,
the revenues of the present model can be interpreted as lower bounds for a
conditional pricing strategy, which may result in additional marginal excess
gains.
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